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THE EFFECTS OF TWO VARYING DISTRIBUTIONS.OF PRACTICE
SESSIONS ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF.LONG JUMP
PERFORYiANCE OF WOMEN
Abstract

LUCILLE FLORENCE LINDSKOV

Under the supervision of Professor Glenn E. Robinson
The purpose of this investigation was to compare
the effects of two varying distributions of practice ses
sions upon the imp;i::-ovement of long jump performance of
women.
- Twenty-two volunteer freshmen women at South Dakota
State University were divided into two equated groups by
scores obtained on a standing long jump test, a fifty yard
dash test, and the Iowa Brace Motor Educability Test.
Group I practiced two times a week and jumped ten times at
each practice session.

Group II met four times a week and

jumped five times at each practice session.

The practice

sessions were conducted for four weeks.

Each subject was tested for distance jumped fol

lowing a five-day orientation period.

Initial jumping

ability was established on this initial test.

Tests were

administered two weeks and four weeks following the begin
ning of the study and a retention test was given two weeks
after the study had been completed.

The subjects did not

engage in jumping activity during those two weeks.

The data were analyzed to determine the effects of
the two varying distributions of practice on the improve
ment of the long jumping performance of the subjects.
The findings of this study indicated no significant
difference within the group means for Group I.

However,

Group I I showed statistical significance within the group
means.

Group II also showed statistical improvement over

Group I with regard to the mean difference in the changes
between the groups from-Tests One to Two and Tests One to
·Toree.
The writer is of the opinion that distributed
practice sessions (four-day-a-week group) are more bene
ficial in the improvement of a complex motor skill.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF.TERMS USED
Many activities have been researched with regard to
the distribution of time of the practice sessions for the
improvement of select motor skills for men.

'!he upsurge

of programs of competitive sports for women demands that
such programs be educationally sound, thus opening new
fields ot research in the areas of motor skill.
In a paper written by Ulrich, for a text edite d by
Johnson, 1 the author states:
It is certainly reasonable to suppose that women
will continue to participate in sports, for the
tradition is now well established and undoubtedly
activity of this kind meets certain physical and
psychological needs of women as well as men • • . •
The sport program for women in the American society
will continue to be "feminine" as long as it is
participated in, directed by, and needed by women.
The standards of the culture and the biological
nature of the participants will undoubtedly direct
the future of women's spo'rts.

Women's participation in sport has been governed
by the circumstances of custom, · prejudice and excuse.
Each of these has been a part of the cultural pat
tern of a society at a particular time and the bases
of these circumstances have been biological, psycho
logical, and philosophical in nature.
With track and field events becoming more and more
popular for women, it is important that physical educators
1warren R. Johnson, Science and Medicine of Exercise
and Sports (New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers,
1960), Po 508.

2
and coaches be concerned with available knowledge: about
the problems of girls engaging in such eventso
The writer, however, with an interest in, and
realizing there are numerous events to be researched in
the track and field area of physical education and ath
letics, was particularly interested in the running long
jump.

Because the writer considered the long jump as a

complex motor skill, improv�ment in performance of novice
women participating in that skill was investigated by
_employing two varying distributions of practice sessions.
I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem.

The purpose of this study

was to compare the effects of two varying distributions of
practice sessions upon the improvement of long jump per
formance of women.
Importance of the studyo

The teaching of and the

improvement in motor skills are necessary parts of a
physical education and an athletic program •

. The research

in that area, however, has not touched upon every activity
or motor skill; no distinct conclusions have been drawn
from the areas that have been researched. 2 Vannier and
2oorothy R. Mohr, "The Contributions of Physic ·
al
Activity to Skill Learning," Research Quarterly, 31:339,
May, 1960 0

3
Fait write that good teaching is based upon -sound .educa
Each teacher must find his own best
methods for working productively with students. 3 However,

tional principles.

there seems to be disagreement among teachers and coaches
concerning the distribution of learning periods when motor
skills are taught.

It was the purpose of the investigator

to determine if one distribution of practice time was more
effective than another distr�bution of practice upon the
imprpvement of performance of a select motor skill, such
as·the running long jump for the noviceo

Should a sig

nificant difference in perfonnance occur for novice
jumpers, it is hoped such information might be applicable
to the more skilled or advanced performer.

II.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Distribution of practice.

The arrangement of the

learning period for the improvement of a motor skill.
Bunch style of the long jump.

A chair-like position

assumed by the body during the actual jumping phase.
Approach.

The run used by the subject prior to the

take-off.
\iaryhelen Vannier and Hollis F. Fait, Teaching
Physical Education in Secondary Schools (second edition;
Philadelphia and London: W. B. Saunders Company, 1964),
p. 63.

4
Take-off f oot.

The f oot that d. r i\ t.�-··r11e· s·ubject

from the ground.
Pit.

The sand area into which a long jumper lands.

Break in the pito

The point nea1.est the take-off

area.
Flight.

A round of trials f or all subjects.

In a

flight, each subject is gi�en a first trial bef ore any
other subject starts on the second trial�
Distance jurnpedo

The distance t L.)m tt1e toe mark of

the take-off f oot to the break in the pit.
III.
1.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUD\

Subjects who had previously beeD taught the

skill of the running long jump were restrLcted from par
ticipating in the study.
2.

The living environment of the subjects was not

controlled.
3.

The training program was limited to f our weeks.

4.

Subjects were not permitted -co participate in

the 1968-69 extramural track program for women or any other
extramural sp orts f or womeno
5.

The only skill studied wa� �he bunch style of

the running long jump.
60

A take-off board was nor us�d �n the study.

5

IV.

HYPOTHESES

The following hypotheses were investigated:
1.

No significant statistical difference in the

improvement of perfonnance of the running long jump skill
was expected to occur within the two methods of practice
distribution.
2.

No significant statistical difference- in the

improvement of performahce of the running long jump skill
was expected to occur between the two groups.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
In the review of literature in this chapter,
examples of varying distributions of practice in the
learning of motor skills are related.
Hedrick completed an exploratory study in an
attempt to detennine the di£ference between two distribu
tio�s of _ class periods for teaching archeryo

Group I met

. for experimental sessions of four minutes in length, three
times each week, for a total of twenty-two periods.

Group

II met for experimental sessions of sixty minutes length,
two times each week, for a total of fifteen periods.

The

experimental interval for both groups continued through
out the eight school weeks.

The results showed no signi

ficant difference between the means for the two groups.
Each group made a significant gain in improvement.

The

individual learning curves had a general upward trend with
the highest or near highest scores coming at the end of
the tenno 4

In a study conducted at the University of Illinois,

Knapp and Dixon used male seniors to determine the effect
4Joan Lippelman Hedrick, "The Rate of Learning as
Related to the Length and Spacing of Practice Sessions in
Archery " (unpublished Master's thesis, University of
Kansas, Lawrence, July, 1955), PPo 1-480

7
of two different distributions of practice 6n j�giling
efficiency.

r

Group I was itstructed to �ractice juggling

three balls for five minutes each day.

Group II was to

practice for fifteen minutes every second day.

Subjects

recorded the greatest number of consecutive catches made
in each practice schedule until they had succeeded in
making one hundred consecu�ive catcheso

This was the

criterion used to meas�re when the subject had learned to
juggleo · The data indicated that the five minute daily
pract�ce sessions resulted in more rapid learning.5
In a similar study by Knapp and Dixon, subjects
enrolled in physical education classes at Evanston Town
ship High School, Evanston, Illinois, were used.

Two

different practice-rest conditions were studiedo

One

group practiced juggling three paddle tennis balls for
five minutes daily until they were able to make one hun

dred consecutive catches.

Another group practiced the

same skill for fifteen minutes every second day.

The

practice period actually consisted of three practice days

every week.

One minute of practice in the shorter sessions

was worth 1. 78 minutes in the longer.

Significance of the

difference between the means was at the one percent level

5clyde G. Knapp and W" Robert Dixon, "Learning to
Juggle: I u A Study to Determine the Effect of Two Dif
ferent Distributions of Practice on Learning Efficiency, "
Research Quarterly, 21:331-336, October, 1950.

8
of confidence.

Thus, the experiment obtained additional

information to support the .idea that a shorter work-rest
situation reduces the time required to learn. 6
Harmon and Miller devised a time pattern which was
found to be significantly more advantageous than other
patterns used in learning to play billiards.

The first

group carried on their nine practice sessions three days

per week for three weeks ·in_a row.

Toe second group car

ried on·their practice periods on an additive basis, adding
the first two numbers or days to make the third number or
day.

The additive time pattern represented practice

sessions that were spaced in the following order of days:
l-2-3-5-8- 1 3-2 1 -34-55.

Practice periods for the third

group were conducted on a daily basis including Saturday
and Sunday.

The last time pattern was established on the

basis of one practice per week.

There were no statistical

ly significant differences among the patterns through the
sixth practice period.

Significant differences thereafter

occurred and were probably due to the various time patterns

6clyde G. Knapp and W. Robert Dixon, "Learning
to
Juggle: III. A Study of Performance by Two.Different
Age Groups, " Research Quarterly, 29: 32-36, March, 1958.

9

used from the beginning of the experiment.

�

.

There were

statistically significant differences in the final results
in favor of the additive pattern over the other three pat
terns. 7
Harmon and Oxendine set out to improve methods of
scheduling practices for regular physical education
activities.

They used the skill of mirror tracing in a

laboratory situation.

The subjects were divided into

three experimental groups.
per week for five weeks.
separated by one day.

Each group pracficed two days
The two practice days were

One group practiced two circuits

every practice day; the second group practiced five cir
cuits; the third practiced eight circuits.

A retention

test was given three weeks after the final practice.
Long practice periods were advantageous during the early
stages of.the learning process.

After the third practice

period, however, groups using short practice periods
improved just as much as groups using longer practice

periods.

All groups showed improvement at the retention

check o B
7John M. Harmon and Arthur G. Miller, "Time Patterns
in Motor Learning, " Research Quarterly, 21:182-187, October,
1950.
8John M. Hannon and Joseph B. Oxendine, "Effect of
Different Lengths of Practice Periods on the Learning of
a Motor.Skill, " Research Quarterly, 32:34-41, March, 1961.

10
Kite selected eighty freshman and sophomore-male

phystcal education students· attending Kaplon High School,
Kaplon, Louisiana, for his study.

Four groups of twenty

students each participated in practicing basket shooting
under difterent types of training schedules for four
weeks.

Each of the four groups was divided into two sub

groups consisting of ten subjects each.

One subgroup

attempted twenty shots at the basket per practice period;
the other . subgroup attempted forty shots per practice

pe.riod.

There was a significant difference at the . 05

level of confidence between the mean gain of shooting
performance between the groups practicing twenty shots
and the groups practicing forty shots.

The significance

was in favor of the groups that practiced forty shots each
.

tlllle.

9

Baines selected mirror tracing and an adopted ver
sion of regulation shuffleboard as the motor skills to be
studied in his experiment.

One group used a massing tech

nique, with five practice periods devoted to four units of
practice per practice period on each skill.

The second

group utilized a pattern constituting a form of distri
bution wherein each period was devoted to two units of

9 Joseph C. Kite, "The Effects of Variations in
Target Size and Two Methqds of Practice on the Development
of Accuracy in a Motor Skill " (unpublished Doctoral
dissertation, Louisiana Stat� University, Baton Rouge,
1964), po 1- 1000

11
practice on-each skill.

The third group used a ·decreasing

pattern for the motor laboratory skill and an increasing
pattern for the motor activity skill, thus establishing a
form of massing in the early stages of the decreasing
pattern and in the latter stages of the increasing pat
tern.

The fourth group practiced an increasing pattern

for the motor laboratory skill and a decreasing pattern
for the motor activity s
_ kill, thus constituting a reverse
form of massing and distribution to the pattern utilized
by· the third group.

The equal distribution pattern was

the most desirable with regard to achievement.

The

retention check showed that learning took place during
10
the interval between practice periods.
.

Johnson compared the effects of a five-day-a-week

physical education class to two and three-day-a-week
physical education classes with regard to physical fitness,
activity skill, subcutaneous adipose tissue, and physical
growth.

The study included 743 eig�th grade boys and

girls enrolled in the Davis Douglas Public Schools,
Portland, Oregon, during the 1965-66 school year.

The

five-day boys were superior at the . 0 1 level of confidence
10wallace Ernest Baines, "An Experimental Study to
Determine the Effect of Various Practice Period Patterns
on the Achievement Levels of Two Motor Skills" (unpublished
Doctoral dissertation, Boston University, Boston, 1962),
pp. 1-47.

12
in three of the six physica 1 f i. t i--11:.�ss i terns and the· five
day boys also were superior to the tw6-·and three-day
boys on all three of the -skill test items beyond the . 0 1
level of confidence.

The five-day girls were superior at

the oOl level of confidence on the standing.. long jump and
were also superior to the two- and three-day girls at the
. 0 1 level of confidence on the Kranquist-Brady Volleyball
Skill Test and approached signifjcant superiority at the
. 05 level on the basketball test.

The triceps skinfold

measurements reached the .05 level of significance for
the boys but only approached significance for the girls.
There was no significant difference for either boys or
girls in the time rate of change in height or weight over
the eight-year period included in this study. 1 1
Young compared the rate of learning in a four-day
a-week distribution of practice to a two-day-a-week dis
tribution in college archery and badminton classes.

The

four-day-a-week group met for six w�eks, forty minutes

each time, and the two-day-a-week group met for twelve
weeks, forty minutes each time.

In archery, the four-day

a-week distribution of practice seemed to result in more

1 1 Lavon Clement Johnson, "The Effects of a Five
Day-A-Week Versus a Two- arid Three-Day-A-Week Physical
Education Program on Physical Fitness, Activity Skill,
Subcutaneous Adipose Tissue, and Physical Growth " (unpub
lished Doctoral dissertation, University of Utah, Salt
Lake City, 1967), pp. 1- 152.

13
rapid learn_ing.

However, in badminton more �effe
_ c.t.ive

learning appeared to- be facilitated by .the two-day-a-week
distribution. 12
The purpose of an investigation by Niemeyer was to
compare the effectiveness of method and practice distribu
tion in the eariy, late, and over-all learning of badmin
ton and volleyball.

Massed and distributed practices for

badminton and volleyball we�e also compared.

The subjects

were Michigan State University male students enrolled in

. the required physical education program.

There were dif

ferences in effectiveness of massed and distributed

practice for late and over-all learning in large muscle

activities.

However, in early learning, distributed

practice seemed to be besto

The results of Niemeyer's

investigation suggest that in early learning, practice
periods should be shorter and more frequent.

After the

activity is learned, practice periods perhaps could be
longer.

Niemeyer feels that further research is needed to

substantiate the conclusions reached in this study.

A

level of significance at the . 017 level was reached in
12olive G. Young, " Rate of Learning in Relation to
Spacing of Practice Periods in Archery and Badminton, "
Research Quarterly, 25:231-243, May, 1954. _

237800
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14
late learning, favoring the massed group ovei.-- tQe_.dis
No other significant levels were reached
13
.
·
. over-a 1 1 improvement.
of 1earni.. ng or in
in ear 1y stages
tributed group.

Scott used subjects from the basic skills program
in the Department of Physical Education for Women at the
University of Iowa for her study.

A comparison was made

between four-, three-, and two-day-per-week schedule in
the attempt to reach the point of passing a fifteen
minute endurance testo

The difference in the mean number

of days required to reach the point of passing the test
was not statistically significant.

No conclusive state

ments could be made about the three groups because of the
low number of subjects in each group. 14
Lashley found distributed practice periods in
archery and rifle shooting to be more effective than fewer,
.
. ds. 15
perio
1onger practice
1 3Roy K. Niemeyer, "Part Versus Whole Methods and
Massed Versus Distributed Practice ·in the Learning of
Selected Large Muscle Activities" (unpublished Doctoral
dissertation, University of Southern California, Los
Angeles, 1958), pp. 1-176.
14 Gladys M. Scott, "Learning Rate of Beginning
Swimmers," Research Quarterly, 25:9 1-99, March, 1954.
15K. S. Lashley, "The Acquisition of Skill in
Archery," Papers from the Department of Marine Biology
(Washington, D. C. : Carnegie Institution of Washington,
19 15).

15
Webster investigated lengths and inte-rval.s.-of
practice periods in the learning of bowling and reported
that shorter and more frequent practice sessions were
.
16
more effect1.ve.
Cook and Hilgard studied two groups of twenty-six
subjects each who practiced the Koerth Pursuit Rotor dur
ing three daily twenty-one minute sessions.

In one group,

the rests between one-m.inute trials decreased progressively
from three minutes on the first day, to one minute on the
second day, to twenty seconds on the third day.

In the

other group the inter-trial rests increased from twenty
seconds, to one minute, to three minutes, on the succes
sive days.

By the end of the experiment, both groups had

performed the same number of trials under each condition,
but in reverse order.

Distributed practice was notably

advantageous on the first day and continued to show some
advantage over massed practice on the third dayo

Follow

ing overnight rests, and after a fiye-minute rest at the
end of the third day, scores of the two groups did not
. f1.cant
.
1y. 17
·
d1.0 ffer s1.gn1

16Randolph W. Webster, "Psychological and Pedagogi
cal Factors Involved in Motor Skill Performance as
Exemplified in Bowling, " Research Quarterly", 1 1: 42-5 2,
December, 1940.
17Barbara S. Cook and Ernest R. Hilgard, "Distrib
uted Practice in Motor Learning: Progressively Increasing
of Experimental Psychology,
and Decreasin g Rests," Journal 1949.
,
February
39: 169- 17 2,

16

Cook- investigated the effects of massing· ('thirty
second intervals) and distributed (twenty-four hour
intervals) practices in two experiments with nonsense
mazes.

Experiment I consisted of twelve eight-alley

spider mazes and had two subjects.

Experiment II consisted

of eight mental mazes requiring the selection and memo
rization of twelve digits, each one of which was known to
vary from one to six.
second experimento

.Eighteen subjects were used in this

Massed practice was found to be

.
.
·
·
superior
over th e d"istri"buted practice
in
every way. 18

In a study by Hilgard and Smith, distributed and

massed practices on a Koerth Pursuit Rotor for four daily
sessions of twenty-five minutes each were compared.
Seventy-eight subjects practiced individually.

Trials

were uniformly of one minute in length, but ·rests differed
for the several groups so that the number of trials per
day were unlike:

Group A (twenty-four subjects) had eight

trials per day; Group B (twenty-four subjects) had thirteen
trials; and Group C (thirty subjects) had eighteen trials.
The advantages of distributed practice were observed
throughout the study, especially after the first day.
18 Thomas W. Cook, " Factors in Massed and Distribu
ted Practice, " Journal of Experimental Psychology,
34: 325-334, February, l 9L�4.

17
Scores following changes in single res·

int·arva�s between

trials early and late in each day sho�H:i.1 tbe ·twenty

second rest interval to be unfavorable to the one-minute
rest interval in all comparisons.

Early in learning a

three-minute rest was always more favni:al.·le than a one
minute rest; later in learning a changE' f row a three
minute rest to a single one-minute rest occasionally
. .
19
increase-in
score.
b rought a re 1 ative
.
.

Franklin and Brozek experiment�d ,�n the learning
. efficiency of massed and distributed practices in training

men on two psychomotor tests--gross body reaction time and

pattern tracing.

Thirty-six young men served as subjects.

Six groups of six subjects each were trAined as follows:
three times a day, two times a day, one time a day, and
three times a week; two groups prac,icec irregularly .

Statistical analysis of the learning curves for all three

measures of performance showed that no ctdvantage in economy
learning was attached to any one of the schedules used.
19Ernest R. Hilgard and M. Bre\,:s1..er Smith, "Dis
Score Changes
tributed Practice in Motor Learning:
Journal
Sessions,"
Daily
of E xperi
Within and Between
30:
136-146,
January,
1942�
mental Psychology,

18

The number .of trials required to achieve p l:ateau .p·erfor

mance was the same, regardless of the distribution of

.
.
. d 20
practice
perio
s.

Longley studied the effects of massed periods,
followed by evenly spaced practice periods, .. on the learn
ing of-the motor skill of billiards .

A group of twenty

three female students was used as subjects for this
experiment.

Five different- types of set shots were used

thr<;>Ughout the experiment.

A practice period consisted

.o'f ten trials, five on the right side of the billiard
table and five on the left, for a total of fifty shots
per practice period.

There were nine practice periods

arranged so that massed practice occurred at the beginning
of the experiment, followed by spaced practice over a
duration of seven weeks.
follows:

The exact pattern used was as

first day, second day, third day, eighth,

fifteenth, twenty-second, twenty-ninth, thirty-sixth, and
forty-third .

Learning increased th�oughout the· experiment

until the ninth period .
last practice period .

There was a slight drop on that
However, the greatest and most

significant gains occurred between the third and fourth
ZOJoseph C . Franklin and Josef Brozek, "The Relation
Between Distribution of Pr�ctice and Learning Efficiency
in Psychomotor Performance, " Journal of Experimental
Psychology, 37:16-24, February, 19470
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and between the fourth and fifth practice p�riods�- Massed
practice periods followed by evenly spaced practice periods
gave better results when. compared to massed practice periods or massed and spaced alone. 2 1
In a similar study by Arnold, an additive time
pattern in learning a motor skill was related to an inter
polated time patterno
of billiards.

That study was based upon the skill

Twenty women_were used as subjects.

Five

different set shots were used throughout the experiment.
Ten trials were attempted, five on the right side of the
table, and five on the left side of the table, making a
total of ten trials per set shot and fifty shots per
practice.

The practice sessions were spaced according

to the additive time pattern.

Fifty shots at each session

for eight sessions made a grand total of four hundred
shots per pupil, or a total of eight thousand shots for
a final analysiso

The additive time pattern represented

nine practice sessions spaced in the following order of
days:

1-2-3-5-8-13-2 1-34-55.

The scores from the

experiment showed that there was progress from the first
lesson to the last lesson .

A significant difference

2 1Grant Fairbanks Longley, "The Effect of Massed
Followed by Evenly Spaced Practice on Learning a Motor
Skill" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University,
Boston, 1949), pp. 1-38.
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occurred between the second practice period�nd· th� ninth
The different intervals made no signif·
22
· th.is ·experiment.
.
t d.if.ference in
ican

practice period.

Miller selected the motor skill of billiards when
he studied the effects of various interpolated time pat
terns on motor learning.

Four groups of undergraduate

college women were taught the fundamentals of billiards.
There were nine practice periods during which each subject
The time intervals between practice

att�pted fifty shots.

.periods varied with each group.

The first group carried

on their nine practice sessions three days per week for
three weeks in a row.

They met on Mondays, Tuesdays, and

Wednesdays of each week.

The second group carried on an

additive time pattern by adding the first two numbers or
days to make the third day; the second and third numbers
or days to make the fourth day, etc. , up to and including

the fifty-fifth day which was the ninth practice sessio.n.
The practices occurred on these day$:
34-55.

1-2-3-5-8- 13-2 1-

Practice for the third group was conducted on a

daily basis, including Saturday and Sunday.

The fourth

group was established on the basis of one practice a week.
The additive time interval pattern produced the best
2 �ary Elizabeth Arnold, "The Significance of an ·
Additive Time Pattern in Learning a Motor Skill" (unpub
lished Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1949) ,
pp., 1-39.
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There were significant differences �in _t�e mean

results.

gains of this group over the mean gains of
the other three
.
No other significant differences occurred among

groups.

the groups, although the three consecutive days per week
pattern was better than the daily and the one day per week
patterns o

The results of the daily time pattern were

better than those of the one day per week time pattern.
The one day per week patt.ern_ proved to be the poorest of
the four patterns.

2-3

SUMMARY
Much research has been completed on the length and
frequency of practice sessions in the learning of motor
skills.

Most of the research discussed in this review of

literature indicates that learning is more efficient when
practice periods are distributed rather than massed.
According to writers in the field of physical education
and athletics, however, there has not been sufficient
research to determine what specific patterns of distri
bution are most effective in the learning of motor skills.
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Arthur George Miller, " The Effect o·f Various
Interpolated Time Patterns on Motor Learning" (unpublished
Doctoral dissertation, Boston University, Boston, 1948), pp. l-7L

CHAPTER III
METHOD S AND PROCEDURES
The subjects, the orientation program, the pro
cedures for collecting the data, and the training program
employed are described in this chapter.
I.

SUBJECTS

Twenty-two subjects were randomly selected from
forty-five volunteer freshmen women enrolled in the basic
instruction program of physical education during the
spring semester of the 1968-69 school year.

Basic instruc

tion students were not eligible for participation in the
study if they had been given previous long . jump training.
All subjects were excused from their regular

physical education classes throughout the period of the
This procedure was followed to eliminate improve

study.

ment in certain skills which might have affected the
results.
The twenty-two subjects were divided into two
equated groups by scores obtained on a standing long jump
test, a fifty yard dash test, and the Iowa Brace Motor
Educability test.

Raw sco�es w�re converted into T scores.

The rank order method of determining groups was employed.
Raw scores and the T scores appear in Appendix A.
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After the groups were equated, they w�re _ randomly
assigned to a two-day-a-week or four-day-a-week training
group.

The pillbox method was employed to determine the

training program for each group.
Orientation.

A five-day orientation period was

held after the groups had been assigned.

The twenty-two

subjects were given orie�tation on the bunch style of long
jumping prior to t�e beginning of the study.

On the first

day of orientation , a loop fi lm was shown on the bunch
style qf long jumping.

Each subject observed the approach,

the take-off, the flight through the air, and the landing
in the pit.

The writer thoroughly discussed the complete

jumping phase.

The second day was spent practicing two

standing long jumps, two running long jumps after taking
three steps, and two running long jumps after taking five
steps.

Two long jumps were also completed by using a

sixty foot approach.

Each subject was required to use a

sixty foot approach run because the writer was interested
in controlling variables that might have interfered with
the results of the study.

On the third day, each subject

practiced three running long jumps from a sixty foot ap
proach o

The fourth day was spent practicing four running

long jumps, and the fifth day was spent practicing five
running long jumps.

Each subject determined which foot

was to be used as their take-off foot o

In all practice
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sessions the f o rm of long jumping was st ressed by - the
investigator .

A warm-up j og around the ·138-yard track

was a l lowed before each practice session began.

II .

PROCEDURES FOR COLLECTING THE DATA

Each subj ect w a s tested for distance jumped fo l low
ing the f ive- day t r aining period .

This tes t was prior to

t he beginning of the fo�r-week study o

A second test was

admin i stered two weeks af ter the study began .

The sub

j e� t s were tested again at t he end of the study .

A

retention t est was given two weeks af ter the study had been
completed o
The long j ump pit in the Sou t h Dakot a State Uni
versity indoor track was used for practices and t ests .
Each subj ect performed three long jumps in each of t he
tests o

A flight of t hree tria ls wa s performed by each

subj ect .

One jump in a flight was finished by each sub

j ec t before a second one was undert a�en.

A ll j umps were

measured to t he nearest inch and recorded by t he writer .
The longest j ump for each su bj ect was u sed f or t he
sta tistica l procedures .

Each subj ect was a l lowed to

complete one warm-up j og around the 1 38-yard t rack and a
warm-up jump prior to each _ test .
A ten-foo t deep cha lked area , as described by Gowan ,
wa s changed to a five by two cha lked area and substit uted
for the t ake - off board norma l ly u s ed in long j urop ing u
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It was assumed that this would allow
of experience in running work, a highly
of the event , and that it would proquce
probability of a representative j ump so
the reliability of the measure. 24

for the lack
ski iled aspect
a higher
increasing

The writer felt that the five-foot deep chalked
area was sufficient when women were used as j umpers.

All

j umps were measured from the front of the toe mark in the
chalked area to the break in the pit made by the j umper.
A tape measure and a data recording sheet were the
items of equipment . required in this study.

A copy of the

data recording sheet is found in Appendix B :
III.

TRAINING PROGRAM

The training program was conducted over a period
of four weeks.

Group I met Tuesdays and Thursdays, or

two times a week.

Group II met on Mondays, Tuesdays,

Wednesdays, and Thursdays, · or four times a week.

Each

subject practiced the designated number of j umps for their

experimental group.

Group _ I practiced on a mas sed basis,

taking ten jumps per practice period.

Group II practiced

on a distributed basis, taking five jumps per practice
period.
week.

Both groups took a total of twenty j umps each
The subjects were instructed to jump at their own
24

Geof R . Gowan, "R�lationship Between Physical
Performance and Anthropometric Measures and Beginning
Triple Jump Performance" ( unpublished Master's thesis,
Purdue ·university, Lafayette, 1966) , p. 2 6.
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pace.

No time limit was imposed for the completi on of the

required number of jumps.

The investigator pointed out

individual errors during - each practice session.

By doing

this, the writer hoped to aid the improvement of each long
jumper.
IV.

STATISTICAL ANALY SI S OF THE DATA

The F test and the t- test were applied to the data.

C HAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The statistical analysis and discussion of the data
derived from the two distributions of practice for the
running long jump for women are presented in this chapter.
Raw data are shown in Appendix C.

I.

ORGANIZATION OF DATA FOR ANALYSIS

The data obtained in the four tests given in this
study were recorded in feet and inches.

However, for

statistical purposes, the data were converted into inches.
The longest jump in each of the four tests was recorded
for analysis.

11 .

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

A treatment-by- subjects analysis of variance sta
tistical process was employed to determine if there was
any statistical significant change in performance of the
long jump means within the two experimental groups from
Test One through Test Four. 25 The . 05 level of confidence
25 E. F. Lind quist, Design and Analysis of Experi
ments in Psychology and Education�oston: Houghton
Mif flin Company, 195� pp. 156- 166_.
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was the minimal level needed in order for a �ifference to
be considered significant and justify the rejection of the
null hypothesis.
If an F-ratio was found to be significant, a .£ test
was used to determine which specific means differed signif.
.
ta 1 groupso 26
icant
1y wit
. h in
" the two experimen
Finally, a comparison was made between the inde
pendent mean change of Group I and Group I I from Tests One
to fyo, Tests One to Three, and Tests .One to Four.
·
procedure as outlined by Garrett was followed. 27
III.

The

FINDINGS

The analysis of variance test
was applied to each
.

group to determine if any significant change occurred

from Test One through Test Four within either experimental

group.

Table I shows a summary of the analysis of variance

data.
26James L. Bruning and B. L. Kintz, Computational
Handbook of Statistics (Glenview: Scott, Foresman and
Company, 1968) , pp. 112-114.
27 Henry E. Garrett, Elementary Statistics (New
York : David McKay Company, Inc. , 1967), pp. 122-123.
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TABLE I
DIFFERENCE S AMONG MEANS WITHIN GR OU P �FROM TEST ONE TO TEST FOUR
Source of
Variance
Group I
(Two-Day-A-Week)

rr. s

ss

df

Total

1 2, 809

4 .�

Subjects

1 2, 1 30

lU

Treatments

1 45

..J

Error

5 34

t.._8. 3 3

30

1 7 0 80

6, 90 1

43

4, 843

10

775

3

1, 28 3

30

Total
Group II
(Four-Day-A-Week) Subjects
Treatments
Error

-<

2 5 8. 3 3
4 2. 77

p·'�
I\

2. 7 2

6. 04

*F . OS (3/ 30) = 2. 92; F . O l { 3/ 30) = 4. 5 1 .
No statistical difference within the group means

was found for experimental Group I, but the . 05 level of
confidence was approached.
was retained.

Therefo re , the null hypothesis

Group II, however, did exper i ence signifi

cant changes during the experimenta l per i o d as indicated
by an F of 6. 04.

The null hypothesis wa � :r ej ected.
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Since the ana lysis of var i a�-· ·· ,:.

::-1 · : t c-�

r�esu J-ts . showed

sign ific ant differences among the r.-. e.-, n ,. . \.\1 i. t hin the four 
day-a-week group , the difference b e t ,.J e en the means and
the standard error of the differen c e be t w een the means
wa s further studied.

Tab le 1 1 show s a S\�m�ry of the t

tests f.or mean differen ces within t h e f 01 1 r-day-a-week
group.
TABLE 1 1
SUMMARY OF THE t · TESTS FOR }�EAN D l FFERENCES

WITHIN THE FOUR-DAY-A -WE EK GROUP
Tests Compared

d Needed
. 05
.01

d

Test 1 ( 120. 7 3) vs Test 4 ( 129. 36 ) = 8 . 6 3*

5. 69

7. 6 7

Test 1 ( 1 20. 7 3) vs Test 3 ( 1 32. 09) = 1 1 3 6*

5. 69

7. 67

Test 1 ( 1 20 0 7 3) vs Test 2 ( 127. 0 0 ) = 6. 2 7 **

5. 69

7. 6 7

Test 2 ( 1 2 7 . 0 0 ) vs Test 4 ( 129 0 36 ) = L. 36

5. 69

7. 67

Test 2 ( 12 7 0 00 ) vs Test 3 ( 132. 09 ) = 5 . 09

5. 69 ·

7. 67

Test 3 ( 132. 09 ) vs Test 4 ( 1 29. 36 ) = 2 . 7 3

5. 69

7. 67

,'(- t
( 3/ 30 ) = 5. 69 ; **�. 0 1 ( 3 / 3 0 )
-. 0 5

7

7. 6 7.

A summa ry of the t test re su l t s o f Group 1 1 revea led
that the group had significant ly iJT:p roved in the long jump
in Tests Two , Three and Foti r a s c omp a r ed with Test One.
The investigator a l so comp a r ed the difference
between the means of Group I c1 n rl C r ,"lu p I I with regard to
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changes from T ests One t o Two , Tests On e c c �Tl-·, r � e ,. , . and
Tab l e I I I shows the . n. - s1.1 l -r s of the t

Tests One to Four .

test comput a t ions for me�n differenc e b e twe en Tests One
and Two , Test s One and Three , and Test s Or; c. ,q n c: Four .
TABLE III
SUMMARY OF t TEST S FOR MEAN D I FFERENC E

� r·n✓EEN

GROUP S :

TEST S ONE AND TWO , . TESTS ONE AND TtF<E E , .
AND TESTS ONE AND FOUR
Mean ChanBe
Group II
Group I

Test s
T l to T 2
T l to T 3
T l to T 4

*.t. 0 5

d

SEd

-2 . 36

6 . 27

8 . 63

3 . 46

2 . 49

. 64

1 1 . 36

10 . 7 2

3 . 81

2 . 81

2. 73

8. 63

5 . 9 (}

4 . 48

L 32

( 20 ) = 2 . 09 ;

.t. 0 1

( 20 ) = 2 . 84.

A summ ary of the .£ t ests for m ean a J t t er ence in the
changes between t he groups showed tha t t� e f our - day - a -week
group improved in their long jumping a bi l i t y s i gnif i cant ly
more t han t he two - day - a -week group f rom T ests One to Two ,
and from T ests One to Three .
f ive percent l eve l .

Signi f i c a n c e r ea c hed the

However , Tests On e ro �our did no t

produc e any sign if i can c e at either l ev e l o f c onf idenc e .
The invest i g a�or a l so p lot t ed a r r c; P r ess chart by
tests of the groups in the form of a l e. i i n i ng curv e .
progre ss chart appears in Fi gure 1 .

The
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IV .

SUMMARY 0 } �: I N D I N G S

The t r ea tm en t � by - subj ec t s a n a ly s� s o f va �ian c e
s t at i s t i c a l p ro c e s s r evea led n o s i gn i f i can t d i f f eren c e
wi thin the group m ean s f o r Group I �

Howev e r , th i s exp eri 

m en ta l p r ac t i c e group app roach ed the f ive p er c en t l eve l of
s igni f i•c anc e .

C on s e quen t ly , the nu 1 1 hyp o the s i s wa s

ret a ined .
Group I I showed s t a t i s ti c a l s i gn i f i c anc e wi thin th e
group m ean s b eyond the one p erc en t l eve l o f s igni f i canc e

ai a re su l t o f the t r e a tm en t - by - subj ec t s an a ly s i s o f
var i an c e s t a t i s t i c a l p ro c e s s .

The nu l l hyp o th e s i s wa s

rej e c t ed .
A summ a ry o f the t t e s t r e su l t s o f Group I I revea led
tha t the group had s i gn i f i cant ly imp roved in the long j ump
in T e s t s Two , Thr e e , and Fou r a s c omp a r ed w i th T e s t One .
Te s t s Three and F our were s i gni f i can t ly b et t er a t the one
p ercent l eve l .

T e s t Two re su l t ed in s ign i f i can c e a t the

f ive p erc en t l eve l .
A summ a ry o f the t t e s t s f o r m ean d i f f er en c e in the
chang e s b e tween th e group s show ed th a t the f our - day - a -week
g roup imp rov ed in th e i r long jump ing a b i l i ty s ign i f i c ant ly
m o re than the two - day- a -week group f rom Te s t s One t o Two ,
and f rom Te s t s One t o Three .
f ive p er c ent l eve l .

S i gn i f i c anc e r ea ch ed the

However , Te s t s One to Four d i d n o t

p rodu c e any s i gn i f i canc e a t e i t h e r l eve l o f conf i d en c e o
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V.

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

The results of this study have shown that the two 
day - a -week pra cti ce group did not signif i c antly improve
the ir perf orm an ce in the running long jump for the nov i ce
jumper o

Following the in itial mean jumps , the two - day - a

week group decreased in jumping ability when investi gated
at the end of the second week , and then improved to
slightly higher than the ir orig inal starting po int at the
end of f our weeks o

Thi s indicates to the i nvesti gator that

the subjects in the two- day - a -week pra cti ce sessions
retained neither their physical jumping ability nor the
instruction given during the orientation pe riod .

The

results also indicated that when a c omplex ski ll i s being
learned , additional pra cti ce sessi ons are essenti al.

How

ever , the retention test indic ated some learning had
occurred during the two -week resting period.
to Test Four) .

( Test Three

Evidently , thi s group had not spent su f

f i cient time to adequ ately learn the whole skill.

The

d i stributi on of practi ce periods may have influenced the
learn ing rate f or the subj ects in this group .
A f our - day- a -week pra cti ce sess ion produ ced a more
consi stent improvement rate wit hin the f our� week study.

The writer noted a positive gain in perf orm ance f rom the
in itial mean jump s to the second week , and c ontinued
imp rovement through the rema in ing two weeks of t he f our-
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week study.

However, this group failed to main·ta·i·n their

performance from the· termination of the· study through the
two-week retention period.

The investigator felt that

practice periods had been sufficient to allow for expected
improvement.

Therefore, regression might occur during a

two-week tennination of skill practice.
The hypothesis stating that no significant sta
tistical difference in the improvement of performance of
the _running long jump skill was expected to occur within
the two methods of practice distribution was retained for
the two-day-a-week group and was rejected for the four-day
a-week group.

The hypothesis stating that no significant sta

tistical difference in the improvement of performance of
the running long jump skill was expected to occur between
the two groups was rejected in that the four-day-a-week
group improved significantly over the two-day-a-week gr.oup.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
I.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The purpose of this investigation was to compare
the effects of two varying distributions of practi ce ses
sions upon the improvement .of long jump performance of
women.
II .

DATA

The twenty-two subjects participating in this study
were volunteer freshmen women enrolled in the basic

instruction program of physical education at South Dakota
Etate University during the spring semester of the 1968-69
school year.

Basic in struction students were not eligible

for participation in the study if they had been given
previous long jump training.
The subjects were divided into two equated groups
by scores obtained on a standing long jump test, a fifty
yard dash te st, and the Iowa Brace Motor Educability Test.

Raw scores were converted into T scores.

The rank order

method of determining groups was employed.

After the group s were equated, they were randomly

assigned to a two- day-a-week or four-day-a-week training
group o

The two- day-a-week group practiced ten jumps at
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each session; the four-day-a-week group pra�ticed: f ive
jumps during each practice session.

Subjects practiced

for a period of four weeks.
Each subject was tested for distance jumped fol
lowing a five-day orientation period.

Ini tial jumping

ability was established on this initial test.

Tests were

administered two weeks and four weeks after the study
began.

A re�ention test wa� given two weeks after the

study had been completed.

The subjects did not engage in

jumping activity during those two weeks.
The data obtained during the study were analyzed
for significance within each group with regard to improve
ment in distance jumped in Tests _ One through Four.

F-ratio indicated significant improvement within the

If an

groups, a � test was applied to detenn ine which specific
means differed significantly within the two experimental
A comparison was made between independent mean

groups o

changes of Group I and Group II to test significance
between groups.
I II.

FINDINGS

The following results were obtained from this study:
1.

The treatment-by-subjects analysis of variance

statistical process revealed no significant difference

wi thin the group means for Group I.
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2.

Group II showed statistical s i gn } r i c& �ce within

the group means beyond the one percent · lev e l o f s i gnifi
cance.
3o

Group II significantly improved i n the long

jump in Tests Two, Three , and Four as compared with Test
One.

Tests Three and Four were significan t ly bet ter at

the one percent level.

Test Two result ed in s ignificance

at the five percent level.
4.

The mean difference in the ch ange � between the

groups showed that the four-day-a-week group improved
significantly more than the two-day-a-week group from
Tests One to Two and from Tests One to Three .
reached the five percent level.
produce any significance o
IV.

Significance

Tests One t o Four did not

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study have ind i ca ted the fol
lowing conclusions :
1.

Practice for the two-day-a -week group was not

sufficient for the subjects to retain thei r physical

ability and /or the instruction given dur i n g the five-day
orientation period.
2.

A complex motor skill warr an t � . � d d i t ional

practice sessions.
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3.

Distributed practice se s sions (four�day-a-week

group) are more beneficial in the improvement of a com
plex motor skill .
V.

RECOMMENDATION S FOR FURTHER STUDY

· .The writer, after studying the res ult s of this
study, propo s e s the following recommendations for further
study:
1.

That a ·similar study be undertaken, using

additional practice ses sions and involving a longer period
of time.
2.

That a similar study be attempted employing a

specific training program.
3.

That similar studie s be completed on other

events in track and field.
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APPENDIXES

APPENDIX A
RAW SCORE S AND T - SCORE S FO� EQUAT ING GROUP S

NAME
Ahart z 2 C onni e
Aho 1 Cheri
B eck 1 Kathi
Chadderdon 1 Donna
DeVries 2 Ma£l
Farley 2 Mari
Jani sch 2 Caro l
Kaufman 1 Kathy
Kinsz Karla
Larson 2 Jean
Lind say 2 Pam
McPherson 2 Mari
Po s tu lka 1 Caro l
P re s ton , Sheryl
Roier 2 Judi
Sch lase l l Lynet t e
Sto ebner 1 L i z
Suurmeier I Veta
T lu s to s 2 Becki
U lri ckson 1 Mary
VandenBers 1 E leanor
Weber 1 Ma£l

STANDING
LONG JUMP
( Inch e s )

49

72

'5S
67
S1
64
65
83
'52

58

66

70

64
61
68
63
79

70
)8
58

71

62

50

YARD DA SH
( Second s)

8,5

S.3
7 . '5
8.3

MOTOR
EDUCAB ILITY TE ST
(T- s core)

37

55
39
30

i.3

·53

,.a
s.o
8, 0
s.o

57

7 .8
S.4

g Jj
7.7
7.9

8,0

7.9
7 .5
8. 3
8. 3

9.2

7.6

S.2

41

32

34
41
37
32
z;:3
z;:7
49
37

.) 3

28
43

28

41
41

FINAL
T- SCORE S

10 3
155
150
1 24
188
14 3
121

2oz
128
1 30
1 37
1 37
147
142
151
135
18 1
126
125
90
156
1 30
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APPENDIX B
DATA SHEET

NAME

Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Ap ri l 2 Ap ri l u May 2
Tri a l s
Tri a l s
T ri a l s
3 1 2 3 1 2 3
1 2
-

*BE ST JUMP

Te s t 4
May 16
Tri a l s
1 2
3
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APPENDIX C
RAW SCORES FOR THE DAT/:..,
_ ( Inche s )
GROUP I
Subj ect

Test 1

1
2
3
4
5
·67
8
9
10
11

1 37
147
143
1 65
1 20
1 20
1 33
1 22
1 10
1 24
111
M= 1 30 . 1 8
SD= 1 5 . 9 6

Te st 2
1 37
.144
l 54
1 64
1 14
1 19
1 18
1 21
1 12
1 19
104
M= 1 27 . 8 2
SD= 1 8 . 2 1

Test 4

l r-

1 36
1 48
147
1 68
1 20
1 35
1 27
1 30
1 13
1 21
1 17

I

1 --.

1 (;
1/

l 'i .-

l

:r -

12(,
} 2t.
) 0 r.

12?
I L,.
M =· I JO . 8 2
SD=

l7

M= 1 32 . 9 1

�J - j

SD= 1 5 . 59

j

Test 4

GROUP I I
Subj ect
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Test 1
109
1 32
10 3
1 15
94
1 23
1 20
1 26
1 27
145
1 34
M= l 20 . 7 3
SD= 1 4 . 0 3

'l e s i

Test 2
1 25
1 36
1 21
1 19
1 13
1 24
1 25
131
1 24
1 54
1 25
M= l 2 7 . 00
SD= 10 . 2 3

141

1 38
1 26
1 25
] 1]

l l f"

l 2t+

143
1 32
1 54
141

141
1 27
1 28
1 18
117
1 20
1 26
1 36
1 19
1 49
142

M=-== l J ·::: , t) 9

M= l 29 . 36-

1 , . U2

SD= 10 . 5 3

SD

